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BORN FOR MOBILE FILMMAKERS

/  Vertigo Shot 

/  Focus Pull & Zoom Capability 

/  PhoneGo Mode for Instant Scene Transition

SMOOTH 4
-  3-Axis Smartphone Stabilizer  -

ZY Play A Gatherplace for All Stabilizer Lovers
For Greater Performance
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For Greater Performance

SMOOTH 4
3-Axis Smartphone Stabilizer

Zhiyun Smooth 4 turns your mobile phone into a professional 

filmmaking camera, helping you  create cinematic and 

expressive footage with just your phone.The highly integrated 

control panel enables more convenient and faster operation, 

allowing adjustment of all camera parameters within fingertips. 

For the first time in the industry, follow focus handwheel is 

introduced on a phone stabilizer, allowing professional follow 

focus, smooth zooming and precise focusing. Special effects like 

Vertigo shots and fast scene transition are all now achievable 

on your phone.With a dedicated APP - ZY Play,Smooth 4 

offers a parade of smart features, from object tracking, 

panorama,presetted timelapse,to customized MotionLapse and 

Hyperlapse.The only limit is your imagination.

FEATURES

Born for 
Mobile Filmmakers

Focus Pull & 
Zoom Capability

PhoneGo Mode for 
Instant Scene Transition

Zhiyun Smooth 4 turns your mobile phone 
into a professional filmmaking camera, 
helping you create stable and smooth 
footage with just your phone. The design 
of integrated control panel can reduce the 
need to touch the screen, and help users 
control both the stabilizer and mobile 
camera directly with hot-key buttons. Get 
one now to create your own Hollywood 
movies with just phones!

The more professional and dedicated 
handwheel is built in Smooth 4, bringing 
you the unprecedented experience of 
smooth operation. You can zoom in or 
out as you want to take close-up shots.
By pressing the FN switch button, the 
handwheel is configured into a focus 
puller, helping you achieve high-precision 
focus changes in real time to create 
creative shots.

Like a high-end sports car, Smooth 4 can 
enter PhoneGo mode and release the 
potential of motors in a flash. It can respond 
to every delicate movement without delay 
perfect for shooting instant scene transition.
What's better is that amazing scene 
transition can be achieved in your footage 
without much of post-processing.

BORN FOR MOBILE 
FILMMAKERS
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Unique Clip Design

Longer Runtime

The unique clip-up design realizes easy 
transition between standby mode and 
startup mode by folding and expanding 
the horizontal arm of the gimbal. It is a 
perfect filming and vlogging companion 
while travelling.

Smooth 4 can run for 12 hours in a row. 
The battery indicator can tell you how 
much power is still left. The stabilizer 
can charge your phone directly during 
shooting. You can shoot video all day 
long with no need to worry about the 
battery.

Timelapse Expert 

Less is More
Smooth 4 is designed with a slider on 
its control panel and a trigger button on 
its back, to easily recognize and switch 
between different gimbal modes.

Integrated with AI technology, Smooth 4 
can realize both presetted Timelapse and 
customized Motionlapse and Hyperlapse. 
With freer angle settings along all three 
axes while allowing AF and WT adjustment 
at the same time, it invites new possibilities 
to making impactful timelapse.  The only 
limitation is your imagination.

Light and Durable

The high-quality compound materials and 
ergonomic design adopted by Smooth 4 
make it both rigid and light. The hammer 
paint texture adds unique luster with more 
sensible hand-feel. The classic ergonomic 
design makes it easy on the eye and 
comfortable to hold. 

Object Tracking
Smooth 4 supports object tracking with 
much higher precision and is compatible 
to various accessories. You can frame the 
object you want to track on the screen, 
and the stabilizer can do the rest. With this 
feature, you can easily record wonderful 
moments while also taking part in it.

360o

Orbital Shot
VERTIGO

Shot
ROLL-ANGLE
Time Lapse
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 Operation Voltage 7.4 V

Output Voltage 5 V

Operation Temperature -10 -45

Operation Time 12h Laboratory data1

Weight 547g 

Tilt Angle Range 240 °

Roll Angle Range  240 °

Pan Angle Range 300° 

Payload 75g-210g

Zhiyun reserves the right to change the product design and specifications, including but not limited to size, color, and etc. Picture for reference only.

CONTROL MODE

SMOOTH 4 Specs

ZHIYUN APP

ZHIYUN-TECH.COMZHIYUN-TECH

ZY Play is a powerful assistant app dedicated for Zhiyun 
stabilizer users. With it, you can realize remote control and 
gimbal settings to stabilizers easily. 

Open the app, you will find the world’s biggest video sharing 
community for stabilizer lovers - Lightollector, with detailed 
stabilizer tutorials and amazing footage created and shared 
by professionals worldwide. 

The camera pans left/right
following the movement of

the stabilizer while the tilt and
roll axes are locked.

This mode locks movement
of all three axes to keep

the camera still and stable.

The camera pans and tilts
following the movement of

the stabilizer.

The motors torque boost to full 
power, allowing the camera to 
pan and tilt synchronously with 
the movement of the stabilizer.

ZY Play

PAN FOLLOWING
MODE

LOCKING
MODE

FOLLOWING
MODE

PhoneGo
MODE

Lightollector
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/  MotionMemory

/  POV MODE

/  Intelligent Object Tracking

/  A Massive Capable Payload of 2.5kg

DO PLUS , PLAY PLUS
CRANE PLUS

-  Intelligent 3-axis Camera Stabilizer  -

ZY Play A Gatherplace for All Stabilizer Lovers
For Greater Performance
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CRANE PLUS
Intelligent 3-axis Camera Stabilizer

Crane Plus is an intelligent 3-axis camera stabilizer 

which has for the first time been integrated with AI 

technology. Featuring the newest SmartFollow,POV 

Mode, NightLapse and MotionMemory based 

on a dedicated APP, it allows intelligent object 

tracking and stunning long exposure timelapse.

MotionMemory can help to set up and save advanced 

camera movements.Newly-added POV mode unlocks 

more possibilities of shooting. Filming has never been 

so easy and smart. 

FEATURES

MotionMemory POV Mode SmartFollow

Using the new MotionMemory feature 
with Crane Plus allows you to setup 
advanced camera movements and save 
them so Crane Plus will remember them 
for the future. It will even remember all of 
your timelapse settings like the interval, 
number of shots, duration, and more! 

Crane Plus adds a newly designed POV 
(Point of View) mode that allows for 
additional camera movement by providing 
up to 45 degrees of synchronous motion 
on the roll axis, What this means is that 
rather than Crane Plus keeping the camera 
level when you roll left or right, POV mode 
will move with you and roll your camera 
left or right, up to 45 degrees. Even 
simpler, when you move, your camera 
moves with you. 

Crane Plus even allows higher-precision 
object tracking with more intelligent 
image recognition system. Draw a box 
around the object you want to track on 
the phone screen, then your Crane Plus 
can easily track the moving object and do 
rest of the job for you! 

CRANE PLUS
Intelligent 3-axis Camera Stabilizer

DO PLUS  
PLAY PLUS
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A Massive Capable
Payload of 2.5kg

Full Set of AccessoriesCustomizable ScenesNightLapse

All-in-one Design

Using our cutting-edge, 6th generation 
Instune Algorithm System to power the 
motors, Crane Plus can handle a massive 
weight capacity of up to 2.5kg (5.51lbs). 

Included with each purchase is a 
whole lineup of accessories so you 
can get right to filming the moment 
you receive your Crane Plus. We 
include everything you need: Anti-Slip 
sweatband, camera cables for phone 
controlling & charging, as well as an 
Aluminum tripod for extended use.

Crane Plus provides various customizable 
scenes with saved parameters settings, 
giving you unprecedented intelligent 
experience. By setting parameters like 
rotation rate and smoothness on three 
axes, Crane Plus can enter the exact mode 
you want in and set parameters tailored 
for specific applications.

Using Crane Plus with NightLapse, you 
can capture stunning star trails, moving 
nighttime traffic, capture the passage of 
time over beautiful nighttime landscapes, 
and all with the stunning motion and 
stability that only Crane Plus can provide.

Crane Plus comes with a camera control 
cable that can realize synchronous 
operation on both your camera and 
stabilizer like taking a photo or zooming. 
Combined with a dedicated phone APP - 
ZY Play, Crane Plus helps to realize various 
advanced shootings, like motion timelapse 
and panoramas, just at your fingertips.

12Hours
Extensive Battery Runtime

POV
Mode

2.5 KG
Max Payload
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 Operation Voltage 6.8V-12.6V

Operation Current 80mA-6000mA

Operation Temperature -10 -45

Operation Time 12h-18h Well balanced with camera mounted

Weight 950g Excluding batteries

Tilt Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Roll Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Pan Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Payload 350g-2500g

Zhiyun reserves the right to change the product design and specifications, including but not limited to size, color, and etc. Picture for reference only.

A C C E S S O R I E S

CRANE PLUS Specs

ZHIYUN APP

Mini Dual  Gr ip

Dual  Handle

5.5” Display Monitor

Extension Ring
with 1/4”Thread

Phone Clamp Combo

Thumb Remote ControlCamera Cheese P late 
with 1/4”Thread

Telescopic Monopod

ZHIYUN-TECH.COMZHIYUN-TECH

ZY Play is a powerful assistant app dedicated for Zhiyun 
stabilizer users. With it, you can realize remote control and 
gimbal settings to stabilizers easily. 

Open the app, you will find the world’s biggest video sharing 
community for stabilizer lovers - Lightollector, with detailed 
stabilizer tutorials and amazing footage created and shared 
by professionals worldwide. 

ZY Play

Lightollector

CRANE PLUS Specs
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CRANE 2
MOVE WITH YOUR FOCUS

-  3-Axis Stabilizer with Follow Focus  -

/  Real Time Follow Focus 

/  3.2KG Max. Payload 

/  Instant Precise Attitude Compensation

/  Intuitive OLED Display

ZY Play A Gatherplace for All Stabilizer Lovers
For Greater Performance
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CRANE 2

MOVE 
WITH 
YOUR FOCUS.

3-Axis Stabilizer with Follow Focus

The Zhiyun Crane 2 three-axis camera stabilizer, while realizing 

film-grade performance breakthroughs in both motion sensitivity 

and precision control with newly optimized algorithm system and 

motor construction, has integrated a tactile and sturdy follow 

focus controller on its body previously unheard of in the industry. 

Featuring an OLED display design, POV Mode, combined with 

quick control dial on its panel, you not only can see various 

stabilizer status at a glance, but can also make various camera & 

gimbal settings and movements in a twist of fingers. 

FEATURES

Real Time Follow Focus 3.2KG Max. Payload Instant Precise Attitude 
Compensation

Integrated with an unprecedented follow 
focus wheel on the body, Crane 2 allows 
±0.02° precision real time focus control 
through camera cable connection, so that 
you can always keep your subject in focus 
while moving, setting free your camera for 
more dedicated task.

Empowered by the 6th Gen. Instune 
Algorithm System which realizes 50% 
increase in motor torque and 20% 
improvement in noise reduction, the 
Crane 2 sets up a new benchmark for the 
industry supporting a max. payload of 
3.2kg, mountable by all models of DSLR 
and mirrorless camera on the market.

Integrated with the pioneering 32-bit 
x 3 high-speed MCU parallel control 
technology which realizes 100% 
improvement in respond speed, CRANE 2 
gets high above the industry standard with 
its cutting-edge attitude compensation 
system and unparalleled anti-shaking 
stabilizing performance.

YOUR FOCUS.
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Intuitive OLED Display

Complete Kits with
Elaborate Details

18 Hour Runtime for
Longtime Task

Newly Designed
Thumbscrew for Quicker
Balance Adjustment

Innovative Quick Control
Dial Design

The intuitive interface design helps you 
easily identify the connection status, 
battery level, control mode and multiple 
camera params, giving you full control 
over every detail.

Crane 2 comes standard with a 
comprehensive accessories kit, including 
camera control cables to connect with 
various brand cameras, an Aluminum 
alloy tripod, an EVA carrying bag, as 
well as a MANFROTTO standard quick 
release plate that allows quick camera 
installation to the stabilizer or tripod 
within seconds, ideal for videographers 
stepping up their game.

18 Hour Ultra Long Battery Life for High-
intensity shootings and Phone-charging 
under emergency, helping you to capture 
every precious moment.

Designed with easy-to-use thumbscrews 
and the unique quick release plate, 
you can mount, dismount and balance 
your camera to get ready for shooting 
only within 60 seconds with no need 
of a screwdriver. Start your shooting at 
anywhere, anytime.

The quick control dial on the control panel 
is like an integrated extension of your 
camera. You can either press or rotate the 
dial to make various camera parameter 
settings such as TV, AV, ISO and EV, giving 
you seamless camera control independently 
from any software applications.

18Hours
Extensive Battery Runtime

OLED
Display

3.2 KG
Max Payload
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 Operation Voltage 9.8V-12.6V

Operation Current 110mA-6000mA

Operation Temperature -10 -45

Operation Time 12h-18h Well balanced with camera mounted

Weight 1250g Excluding batteries

Tilt Angle Range 320° -135°—185°

Roll Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Pan Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Payload 500g-3200g

Zhiyun reserves the right to change the product design and specifications, including but not limited to size, color, and etc. Picture for reference only.

A C C E S S O R I E S

CRANE 2 Specs

ZHIYUN APP

Mini Dual  Gr ip
Motion Sensor Remote 

Control  with Fol low Focus
Servo Fol low Focus

Dual  Handle

Shoulder Bracket 5.5” Display Monitor

1/4 ”Thread Metal  Holder 
with F lex ib le P ipe

Extension Ring
with 1/4”Thread

Camera Cheese P late 
with 1/4”Thread

Telescopic Monopod

ZHIYUN-TECH.COMZHIYUN-TECH

ZY Play is a powerful assistant app dedicated for Zhiyun 
stabilizer users. With it, you can realize remote control and 
gimbal settings to stabilizers easily. 

Open the app, you will find the world’s biggest video sharing 
community for stabilizer lovers - Lightollector, with detailed 
stabilizer tutorials and amazing footage created and shared 
by professionals worldwide. 

ZY Play

Lightollector
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TINY AND MIGHTY
-  Professional Stabilizer with Image Transmission  -

/  Wireless Image Transmission

/  ViaTouch Control System

/  Min.Weight Max. Payload

/  Always in Focus

ZY Play A Gatherplace for All Stabilizer Lovers
For Greater Performance
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TINY AND MIGHTY

Professional Stabilizer with 
Image Transmission 

As an all new stabilizer with wireless image transmission system, 

WEEBILL LAB excels in making smooth, gorgeous footage for 

mirrorless camera users. It boasts a versatile and ergonomic 

structure that makes it an easy fit for run-and-gun shooting. With 

wireless image transmission, you can frame and take shots from 

any angle at any view. ViaTouch Control System enables users to 

take care of every detail simply on a phone screen.   

WEEBILL LAB is the first mirrorless camera stabilizer that can be 

used with external follow focus motor. It is designed with a latch 

on each axis which makes it super easy to balance. The two-

in-one quick release plate allows easy setup and fast transition 

without re-balancing. WEEBILL LAB offers limitless possibilities to 

mirrorless camera filming.

FEATURES

Redefine Stabilizer Wireless Image 
Transmission

ViaTouch Control System

WEEBILL LAB boasts a versatile 
and ergonomic structure that even 
revolutionizes the entire appearance of 
traditional gimbals.You can enter a handy 
Sling Mode gesture by mounting the 
tripod as a handgrip, making it possible 
for effortless filming experience.  

The wireless image transmission on 
WEEBILL LAB supports real-time monitor, 
framing and parameter control over your 
camera. With smartphone working as the 
monitor, you can frame and take shots 
from any angle at any view or even take a 
selfie.

ViaTouch Control System enables users 
to take care of camera settings and 
gimbal movements  all via a same screen. 
With motion sensor remote control on 
your smartphone, shooting with camera 
would definitely become an interesting 
experience.

TINY AND MIGHTY

As an all new stabilizer with wireless image transmission system, 

structure that makes it an easy fit for run-and-gun shooting. With 

wireless image transmission, you can frame and take shots from 

any angle at any view. ViaTouch Control System enables users to 

used with external follow focus motor. It is designed with a latch 

without re-balancing. WEEBILL LAB offers limitless possibilities to 
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Double Quick 
Release Plates

Crafted Latch Design

Automated 
Advanced Features

Always in FocusMin.Weight Max. Payload

PhoneGo Mode to
Unleash Full Potential

The two-in-one release plate (Manfrotto/
Arca-Swiss) allows easy setup and fast 
transition between equipment without 
re-balancing. 

WEEBILL LAB is designed with a latch 
on each axis which makes it super easy 
to balance. You can lock certain axes 
while balancing the other and save the 
current setup for next time. It’s a versatile 
equipment for filmmakers to carry around 
and start shooting anywhere anytime. 

WEEBILL LAB supports various advanced 
features via ZY PLAY such as panorama, 
timelapse, motion timelapse, long 
exposure timelapse , etc.

The servo zoom and focus controller 
equipped to WEEBILL LAB supports precise 
and smooth focus control to all camera 
systems. With the tactile wheel on its 
body, you can easily pull focus while 
moving and shooting.

WEEBILL LAB weighs similar to a phone 
stabilizer but can handle a large payload 
of 3kg, compatible with most popular 
mirrorless camera & lens combos on the 
market.

A single tap on the Go button, your camera 
is ready to handle extreme sport scene. 
The PhoneGo mode empowers the gimbal 
to its maximum follow speed and helps 
to capture the object precisely. In-camera 
scene transition can be easily achieved 
within seconds without post-editing.

ViaTouchWireless Image
Control SystemTransmission

3.0KG
Max Payload

Always in Focus
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Zhiyun reserves the right to change the product design and specifications, including but not limited to size, color, and etc. Pictures are for reference only.

ZHIYUN-TECH.COMZHIYUN-TECH

 Operation Voltage 6.4V-8.4V

Operation Current 250mA-3000mA

Operation Temperature -10 -45

Operation Time 12h *Lab Data1

Weight 970g Excluding batteries

Tilt Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Roll Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Pan Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Payload 300g-3000g

WEEBILL LAB Specs

*Lab Data1: The data - 12h operation time is tested under 25℃ temperature with gimbal placed still and balanced well; Mounted camera: Sony A7+10-18 F4

A C C E S S O R I E S  &  STANDARD PACKAGE

TransMount 
Quick Setup Kit  

TransMount Servo 
Zoom/Focus Control ler  (Max)

TransMount WEEBILL LAB
Handheld Tr ipod

TransMount Telescopic 
Monopod with 
Locking Buckle 

TransMount 
Mini  Monopod 

TransMount Phone Holder 
with Crown Gear

TransMount 
Servo Fol low Focus

 (L i te)

TransMount 
Mult i funct ional  

Camera Belt

TransMount 
Mult i funct ional  

Gimbal  Bag

1

6

2

7

3

8

4 5

10

Master Package Master Accessories Kit Creator Accessories KitCreator Package

1 16 6 662 2 223 3 334 4 444 4 445 5 5510 10

1 2 3 4

TransMount 
Quick Release 

Base P late

9
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REDEFINE STABILIZER
-  Professional Stabilizer with Image Transmission  -

/  ViaTouch Control System

/  Synchronous Zoom & Focus Control

/  All-Inclusive Control Panel

/  Aviation Grade Motors

ZY Play A Gatherplace for All Stabilizer Lovers
For Greater Performance
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/  ViaTouch Control System

/  Synchronous Zoom & Focus Control

/  All-Inclusive Control Panel

/  Aviation Grade Motors
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REDEFINE STABILIZER

Professional Stabilizer with 
Image Transmission 

CRANE 3 LAB is ZHIYUN’s new generation flagship stabilizer 

that integrates wireless Full HD image transmission 

technology. Targeting at individual videographers or 

videography team, CRANE 3 LAB redefines the structure of 

traditional stabilizers with its effort-saving Sling Mode. The 

1080P image transmission system of this newest stabilizer 

allows users to frame and to take shots from any angle 

at any view. Besides, its ViaTouch control system enables 

users to take care of every detail simply on a phone screen. 

Endowed with the capability of synchronous zoom & focus 

control, CRANE 3 LAB will surely unleash the creative 

potential of users.

FEATURES

Revolutionary 
Structure Design

Great Compatibility Wireless Full HD 
Image Transmission

With an all-new and ergonomic structure, 
CRANE 3 LAB opens up a new holding 
gesture—Sling Mode, allowing effortless 
and stable shooting especially for low 
angles.

Having an incredible payload of 4.5kg and 
long axes, CRANE 3 LAB supports almost 
all DSLRs on the market and is effective 
even with heavy lens on it.

The wireless image transmission technology 
applied to CRANE 3 LAB supports video 
streaming up to 1080P. For its great 
compatibility with smartphones and tablets 
of both Android and iOS systems, most 
digital devices can be readily used as a 
monitor. With live preview and real-time 
parameter settings, you can frame and take 
shots from any angle at any view.
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Easy Setup and 
Great Portability

All-Inclusive 
Control Panel

PhoneGo Mode to 
Unleash Full Potential

Synchronous Zoom &
Focus Control

ViaTouch 
Control System

Automated Advanced
Features

Now with a latch on each axis, balancing 
and transit of gimbals have never been 
so easy. You can lock certain axes while 
balancing the other and save the current 
setup for next time or lock all three axes 
for convenient transit and transport.

Inspired by the control stick grips in cockpits, 
multiple buttons and thumbwheels are 
added to CRANE 3 LAB. With these super 
functional buttons and an intuitive OLED 
screen, you can easily perform full control 
on both gimbal and camera including 
mode switch, camera control and various 
customized gimbal settings.

A single tap on the Go button, your 
camera is ready to handle extreme sport 
scene. PhoneGo mode enables the gimbal 
to maximize its follow speed, capturing 
the object wanted precisely. In-camera 
scene transition can be easily achieved 
within seconds without post-editing.

CRANE 3 LAB is equipped with both 
zooming and focusing control module on 
its quick release plate. Users can make 
synchronous zoom and focus adjustment 
through the tactile wheel and zoom 
button.

ViaTouch Control System enables users to 
take care of every detail simply on a phone 
screen. You can make various gimbal 
movements and camera settings while 
framing the shots simultaneously all via a 
same screen. With motion control, filming 
with CRANE 3 LAB is just as fun as gaming.

Popular filmmaking features such as 
timelapse, motionlapse, panorama 
are available with CRANE 3 LAB, fully 
equipped for diversified creativity.

ViaTouchWireless Full HD
Control SystemImage Transmission

4.5KG
Max Payload

All-Inclusive Control Panel
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Zhiyun reserves the right to change the product design and specifications, including but not limited to size, color, and etc. Picture for reference only.

ZHIYUN-TECH.COMZHIYUN-TECH

 Operation Voltage 9.8V-12.6V

Operation Current 360mA-5400mA

Operation Temperature -10 -45

Operation Time 7.5h Balanced center of gravity

Weight 1880g Excluding batteries

Tilt Angle Range 273° 

Roll Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Pan Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Payload 500g-4500g

CRANE 3 LAB Specs

A C C E S S O R I E S  &  STANDARD PACKAGE

TransMount 
Quick Setup Kit  

TransMount 
Servo Zoom/Focus Control ler  

(Max)

TransMount CRANE 3 LAB
Handheld Tr ipod

TransMount Telescopic 
Monopod with 
Locking Buckle 

TransMount 
Mini  Monopod 

TransMount Phone Holder 
with Crown Gear

TransMount 
Servo Fol low Focus 

(L i te)

TransMount 
Quick Release 

Base P late

TransMount 
Mult i funct ional  

Camera Belt

TransMount 
Mult i funct ional  

Gimbal  Bag

1

6

2

7

3

8

8 8 88

4

9

9 9 99

5

10

Master Package Master Accessories Kit Creator Accessories KitCreator Package

1 16 6 66

7 7 77

2 2 224 4 444 4 445 5 55

10 10

1 2 3 4



Transcontinenta B.V.
Zhiyun distributor Benelux
Tarwestraat 29, 2153 GE Nieuw-Vennep
The Netherlands
T.: +31 (0)252-687555
W: www.transcontinenta.nl


